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Cover Story
The card on the
front cover is part of
the Rosh Hashanah
collection
of
InvitationBox.com.
Family
owned
InvitationBox.com
offers a vibrant collection of trendy stationery, party invitations, greeting cards,
calling cards and
announcements.
With more than 3000
designs available
InvitationBox.com has
a unique invitation or
announcement
for
every occasion. Part
of
their
Rosh
Hashanah collection
includes “Apples and
Honey”, a die-cut red
apple
with
gold
accents and an actual
honey
stick
that
sticks out of the top of
the apple stem. The
stick is completely
edible and gives a
sweet treat to recipients. The card comes
in a protective envelope for shipping.
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What Now for
Israel and Egypt
In the heady days of the Arab
Spring, we were given to believe that
Egypt’s relationship with Israel was the
furthest thing from the minds of the
revolutionaries in Tahrir Square, What
they wanted was simply an end to the
arrogant whip of the Mubarek regime
and to be free, in the fullest sense of the
word, physically, economically, politically and spiritually.
Indeed, some
observers
even
suggested
that
Egyptians envied Israel, where demonstrations against governments are an
everyday occurrence.
But now, some six months later,
events in the Sinai and at the Israeli
Embassy tell a less optimistic story.
Egyptian presidential hopefuls have
rushed to condemn Israel’s actions in
the Sinai while giving tacit support to
the attack on the embassy. A joint
statement by former Arab League
Secretary-General Amr Moussa, the
Muslim Brotherhood, Ayman Nour’s
Ghad and Wafd condemned the Sinai
deaths as “an example of Israel’s arrogance and racism supported by
America”.
Reports out of Egypt suggest that
the Arab street did not support the
storming of the Israeli Embassy. The
mobs reflected negatively on Egypt’s
image. They threatened to bring Egypt
into conflict with foreign governments at
a time when the country should be
focusing on political change. The siege
did nothing for a devastated economy.
And as for the ruling Supreme Council
for the Armed Forces, rumours persist
that Field Marshall Hussein Tantawi
deliberately avoided taking US phone
calls demanding that Embassy staff be
protected. Tantawi hoped to use the mob
violence to justify future crackdowns
on dissidents.
The Egyptian military
leader saw the incident as a means of
justifying the postponement of elections
and avoiding a transfer of power to civilian authorities.
So how precarious is the
Egyptian front, and how sacred are the
33-year-old Camp David accords? The
peace treaty, we know, was anything
but a display of that spirit of the “brotherhood of man”. It was signed between

Israel and Anwar Sadat and not
between Israel and the Egyptian people.
And Mubarek, while he did sell natural gas to Israel at prices lower than production costs, only set foot in Israel
once during his presidency. The IsraeliEgyptian peace, while vital to regional
stability, never became the threshold to
a new beginning.
Yet while hardly any bridges have
been
built
between
Israelis
and
Egyptians, few judge Camp David to be
expendable. The accord will likely hold
even as it waivers precariously in the
wind.
There are, to be sure, Israelis
who long for a return of the Sinai with
its vast oil and gas reserves.
Some
Egyptians may be
obsessed with
national pride. But Israel’s diplomatic
spat with Turkey over the Mavi
Marmara makes Egypt’s “friendship”, in
whatever form that takes, even more
vital.
And most Egyptians accept the
fact that it is in Egypt’s best interests to
retain the “chilly peace” with Israel.
They know they cannot take on the IDF.
They know their weapons lack the
sophistication of the US hardware sold
to Israel. For now Egyptians appear
satisfied to take pride in the sabre rattling of Essam Sharaf while being
resigned to the two countries living in
their own backyards.
For Israel there are dark blots on
the horizon everywhere she turns.
Fanaticism is enveloping the Arab and
Muslim world.
Hezbollah rules in
Lebanon. An Iranian proxy is in control
of Gaza. Syria, with or without Assad, is
an un-known quantity. Turkey’s prime
minister, lusting after the leadership of
the Arab world, has made his intentions
clear. Maintaining a semblance of peace
with Egypt, even an Egypt that opens up
smuggling tunnels into Gaza for Hamas
and gives an ever -increasing voice to the
Muslim Brotherhood, is in Israel’s best
interests. So too, dare we say it, is
resolving
the
dispute
with
the
Palestinians,
even
if
seemingly
intractable
differences
make
the
prospects of a deal remote. But hawkish
Israelis and most Jews in the Diaspora
would do well to understand that a peace
deal with the Palestinians would, in the
fullness of time, be welcomed in the
streets of Cairo.
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN

Jews Living in the
Shadows
The exact numbers
are hard to pinpoint but it is
estimated that there are at
least several thousand Jews
living illegally in the United
States.
And while the
Jewish community has
always been a strong supporter of immigration, these
“undocumented” Jews have
received little support from
the Jewish establishment.
There are several
types of Jews living, and
often working, illegally in
the U.S. Israelis who left
Israel for a better future
constitute one element.
Most of these Jews now live

in the large metropolitan
communities of New York,
Los
Angeles
and
Philadephia. Some are secular Jews;
others are
Hasidic. But both share a
common problem.
They
cannot leave the United
States since they won’t be
able to return.
They
entered with a six month
tourist visa that long ago
expired.
Another group is
composed
of
Russianspeaking Jews from the former Soviet Union.
Most
wanted to flee to the United
States but were denied
immigration permits. So
they went to Israel instead
and after a short stay,

moved to America. They,
too, must watch every step.
And jobs, even with employers willing to pay in cash,
have become much harder to
find during the recent economic downturn.
Finally, there are the
transient Jews.
Readers
have probably encountered
them selling Israeli products
in little kiosks in shopping
malls. Few of these Israelis
actually want to immigrate
but they are still viewed by
American authorities as illegal aliens and will be deported if caught.
The only real hope
for the “undocumented”
Jews is the passage of
reform legislation that would

provide them with a path
to legalization and ultimately to full citizenship.
But that is unlikely to happen in this Congress.
Gideon
Aronoff,
president and CEO of the
Hebrew Immigration Aid
Society, admits that these
Jews pose a problem. For
one thing, they are not yet
on the agenda of the Jewish
community. Furthermore,
says Aronoff, “like other
undocumented populations,
they are largely invisible”.
And, he acknowledges, their
illegal status “creates some
philosophical discomfort”
for the wider Jewish community.
(Please turn to page 19)

ISRAEL MUST TRAIN FOR WARFARE IN URBAN PALESTINIAN AREAS, WHERE TERRORISTS USE
human shields and where snipers can be anywhere on the narrow streets. Mala, seen above, is the
IDF’s state-of-the-art center for Urban Warfare. It is a mock Palestinian/Islamic city where soliders
undergo extensive training in the realities of house to house combat.
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GOD’S ARMY
WILL LOYALTY OF RELIGIOUS JEWS IN UNIFORM BE QUESTIONED?
By ARIEH O’SULLIVAN, MEDIA LINE
Recently, a crack
Israeli
combat
unit
wrapped up a stint along
the Gaza border and was
deploying for training
across the country. On
the way, its commander
diverted his soldiers to
Jerusalem’s
Wester n
Wall, Judaism’s holiest
site, to hear a sermon
from a rabbi and make a
blessing.
While the ar my
(IDF) said none were

forced to participate in
the religious ceremony,
it did raise the hackles
of secular Israelis who
are concerned that the
incident represented the
creeping influence of
deeply religious Jews
into what had once been
the exclusive realm of
secular Zionists.
This
argument
came to bear once again
when the ar my c h a p lain altered the words

THE ABOVE PHOTO OF THE SYRIAN BORDER IS
taken from Majdal Shams, a Druze village of
some 8800 in the northern part of the Golan
Heights. It is the center of Druze life in the
region. From here Palestinians attempted to
cross the border from Syria during Nakba Day
and Naksa Day. (They were successful on
Nakba Day but by June 5th Israel had tightened the border). While the Druze of Israel by
and large remain loyal to Israel there is growing concern that their hearts are with their
families in Syria and that signs of trouble are
clearly evident. Indeed, an Israeli court in
Nazareth recently sentenced a Druze resident
of Majdal Shams to eight months in prison for
hurling rocks at security forces during the
protest.

words of the of ficial
memorial prayer for fallen soldiers to read “In
God’s name we remember” instead of the tra-

ditional
“In
Israel’s
name we remember.”
“I see what is happening in the ar my as a
(Please turn to page 11)
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HOLLYWOOD AND ISRAEL
JON VOIGHT BUCKS THISTLETOWN TREND
By DOVID EFFUNE
During a visit to
Israel recently, actor Jon
Voight was interviewed by
national daily Israel Hayom.
In the course of the interview Voight commented
that "Israel has a lot of support and many friends in
Hollywood." If this is indeed
the case, it is clear that few
are nearly as vocal as
Voight, a gentile, who has
emerged as the strongest
supporting voice for the
Jewish State emanating
from Hollywood.
In truth since its
founding in 1948, the relationship between America’s
royalty in Hollywood and
Israel has been temperamental. In its early days,
the plucky young State’s

compelling narrative of salvation,
courage
and
redemption captured the
hearts of the artistic elite.
Earlier productions, including Exodus, Raid on
Entebbe and The House on
Garibaldi Street, captured
Israel’s struggle to garner
international respect and
security for its citizens.
In more recent years
however
the
tone
in
Tinseltown has shifted,
reflected in productions
such as Munich, and Waltz
with
Bashir,
which
although not a Hollywood
production, was widely
acclaimed in Hollywood circles. The new tone portrays
Israel as an established and
robust entity, hunting down

those that dare cross her,
while the very human characters struggle with the
‘unjust’ nature of their
assignments.
The storyline in all of
these films is essentially the
same. In every case Israel
comes under attack and is
forced to respond, however,
in the earlier portrayals
those tasked with coming to
Israel’s defense are painted
as just messengers of righteous retribution. In latter
years, their image has shifted to vengeful, unjust and
at times heartless killers.
The list of Jewish
superstars that are politically active includes Natalie
Portman, Sasha Baron
Cohen, Jerry Seinfeld,

Scarlett
Johansson,
Barbara Streisand, Sarah
Silverman, Woody Allen,
Steven
Spielberg,
and
Maggie Gyllenhaal. Yet, as
pointed out by Michelle
Oddis writing for Human
Events, at a rally following
international condemnation
of the Flotilla incident last
year, “of Twenty-five speakers that stood in support of
Israel,
including
Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, the
only “Hollywood type” was
Voight.”
At a Los Angeles
event aiming to address
this subject, organized by
the World Alliance for Israel
Political Action Committee,
producer Marc Platt ex(Please turn to page 14)

We Join in Wishing the Jewish Community of
MONTREAL
A Joyous New Celebration
May the coming year be blessed with
health, happiness and prosperity.

UNDER CONDUCTOR ALEXANDER VEPRINSKY, THE
Toronto Jewish Folk Choir performed Sid
Robinovitch’s klezmer suite, In Amerike at the
Montreal International Festival of Yiddish
Theatre, before an enthusiastic audience at the
Segal Centre. With tenor Mitch Smolkin as featured soloist, along with other choir soloists,
David Abramowitz as narrator and MC, and Lina
Zemelman on piano, the Choir also performed a
number of favourite Yiddish songs at the
Montreal concert.
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TURNING ON OBAMA
OBAMA MAY NOT BE ABLE TO COUNT ON JEWISH SUPPORT
By MITCHELL BARD
A lot has been
written recently about
whether
President
Obama is losing support
in the Jewish community. Besides polls, perhaps the best indication
of Obama’s standing,
were
the
repeated
reminders AIPAC sent
out implicitly imploring
its conference delegates
not to boo him. This was
the same person who
received a rock star welcome in the past, but
whose policies are seen
as so threatening to
Israel
that
they
undoubtedly contributed
to the record turnout to
AIPAC’s annual policy
conference.

Mitchell Bard is a foreign policy analyst
whose latest book is The Arab Lobby: The Invisible
Alliance That Under mines America's Interests in
the Middle East (HarperCollins Publishers)- The
Editor
Obama must have
portive of Israel’s posiexpected
a
dif ferent tions than that of the
reception
when
he Palestinians, provoked a
accepted the invitation firestorm of controversy
to speak. When he gave
because of his reference
his speech on the broadto the 1967 border as the
er Middle East at the
starting point for a
State Department earlier
future Israeli withdrawhe surely thought he was
al. The statement was
giving
a
pro-Israel misconstrued as a call
speech that would be
for a total withdrawal
warmly received and that from the West Bank – his
his appearance at AIPAC
call for land swaps had
would be a victory lap. It
indicated Israel would be
didn’t turn out that way.
expected to keep some
Obama’s
State
territory – and he was
Department
speech,
forced to tell AIPAC what
which was far more suphe really meant.

For all of your transportation
needs please call Michael Bradley
at (450) 691-3351 and log on to
www.symphonybus.com

His AIPAC address
was again overwhelmingly pro-Israel, but the
response ranged from
deafening
silence
to
tepid applause. Coming
on the heels of reports
the Obama campaign is
concerned about losing
the support of major
Jewish donors, Obama
had hoped to shore up a
loyal base. Two years of
disastrous policies, however, has created feelings
in the pro-Israel community that range from suspicion to hostility, with
only the most rabid
Democratic
partisans
and the “save Israel in
spite of itself” crowd still
(Please turn to page 15)
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TRAVEL TALES
HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE JEWISH TRAVELLER
By MIKE COHEN
THE
TORONTO
ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE: There a number of
reasons why my family
keeps going back to Toronto
for parts of our vacation. It
simply has so much to offer!
This past summer it was
the Mirvish Productions
presentation of Billy Elliot
The Musical, which grabbed
our attention. Now on tap
are Theatre 20: Musicals
that Fly; Private Lives with
Sex in the City star Kim

Cattrall;
and Chess the
Musical. Still to come are:
Two Pianos Four Hands;
Mary Poppins; the Blue
Dragon; War Horse; and
Hair. David Mirvish, the
genius
behind
Mirvish
Productions, is undoubtedly
this country’s foremost
Jewish impresario. Log on
to www.mirvish.com for all
of the information you need.
You can also call TicketKing
at 416-872-1212 or toll free
at 1-800-461-3333

ACCOMMODATIONS: For this trip we
wanted to stay downtown
and within walking distance
of the theatre district. Our
first choice was the Grand
Hotel
and
Suites
(www.grandhoteltoronto.
com), where we had stayed
three years ago. Located at
225 Jarvis Street, near
Dundas, this beautiful
locale is only 13 years old
and still looks spanking
new. Their charming general manager, Heidi Wengle, is
a proud member of the
Jewish community,
The Grand features
177 extraordinary guest
suites.
For families, the
400 square foot junior
suites feature a spacious
living room/work area separated from the bedroom
area by a set of double
French glass doors. The
bedroom area contains a
king size bed, TV and dualline telephone. A separate
living area contains a double sofabed, TV, DVD
Player, CD Player, work
desk with dual-line telephone, and fully equipped
kitchenette
with
a
microwave, fridge, coffeemaker and cutlery, marble
washroom,
plush
bathrobe, iron and ironing
board, laptop size in-room
safe and a hairdryer. There
is complimentary wireless
internet access in each
room. Indeed this place has
all of the comforts of home
and more. The kitchenette
is a definite bonus and
something kosher guests in
particular will find useful as
you can prepare all of your
own meals if you wish.
All guests get to
enjoy a splendid breakfast
buffet, free of charge, with
an extensive array of items
to choose from. There is
also a fitness centre and a

two-storey
neo-classical
indoor pool. Two whirlpools
on the rooftop garden, provide a panoramic view of
Toronto. The latter is a
real plus and an area
guests take advantage of
year-round,
even
with
below zero temperatures.
There is 24 hour
room service, twice-daily
maid service, excellent
underground parking (self
parking or valet), a friendly
concierge, a restaurant,
10,000 square feet of meeting space and a fully
equipped business centre.
Shuttle service is available
to anywhere in the financial
core.
DINNER: The closest
kosher restaurant in downtown Toronto is the Oasis
Café at 100 King Street
West. They close at 4 p.m.
so you might want to consider an early dinner if you
decide to eat there.
For dinner one night
we sampled the fine cuisine
(Please turn to page 17)

We Wish Our
Jewish Friends
and Customers
a Joyous
Rosh Hashanah
celebration.
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EYE ON MONTREAL
NAMES IN THE NEWS IN OUR CITY
By M IKE COHEN
FOR THE LITTLE
ONES: Let’s hear it for the
talented duo of Bergman
and
Mechaly!
Mark
Bergman is the brand director and former deejay on
Virgin Radio FM 96 in
Montreal and the son of
D’Arcy McGee Liberal MNA
Lawrence Bergman. Mark is
married to the very lovely
Sara Mechaly, the owner of
the very trendy Westmount
store Baby’s Breath & Holly.
As the name implies, this
place is full of posh baby
accessories and sweet shabby-chic furnishings. They
offer a beautiful collection
of plush robes, hooded towels, quilts, and unique hand
painted
room
accessories. “Everything is custom made to order” says
Mechaly. “Lately we've been
doing a lot of baby registries; completely styling
baby's room from start to
finish!" If you're looking to
make your child’s room into
a dream nursery, then visit
Baby’s Breath & Holly at
5122a Sherbrooke, call

514.744.8133, log on to
www.babysbreathandholly.ca
or
follow
them
@babysbreathholly
on
Twitter.
AN INTERCOUPE
SHABBAT
STORY:
Intercoupe Le Spa continues to grow. The successful business, headed by
Victor
Soussana
and
Georges Ouaknine and
their team is the place to go
for haircuts, manicures, a
good shave, a massage and
even a line of design clothing. They now cater to men
and women. You can also
find them on Facebook at
Intercoupe
Le
Spa.
Georges, by the way,
recently performed a mitzvah. On a vacation in Lake
George, New York Georges,
his wife Oro and their two
young children set up a
Shabbat dinner in a public
picnic area. Along came a
gentleman
from
Connecticut with his wife
and son. “The man was
Jewish and seemed to be
very interested in what we

V I C T O R S O U S S A N A , I R I N A F E N E VA A N D
Georges Ouaknine of Intercoupe. Ouaknine appreciates the opportunity of sharing a nice Shabbat
dinner. See Eye on Montreal for more details.

were doing,” said Georges.
“My wife had brought all of
the dinner from Montreal.
We had the candles; my son
and I wore kipas. We invited
this family to join us. I do
not know if they had ever
experienced such a Shabbat
meal before. They told me
they wish they could do this
back home. I advised them
to go to their neighbourhood Chabad and I am sure
they will help them.” If you
would like Georges to cut
your hair and share some of
his interesting stories with
you just call
514-7394746.
KOSHER CHICKEN
BURGERS: Côte Saint-Luc
Kosher and
Kosher Self
Service
at
5533
Westminster Avenue continues to provide the best and

most fresh kosher cuisine
in the city. Marianna Roth,
with
nearly 50 years of
experience in the kitchen,
her son-in-law Avi Brook
and her daughter Esther,
have another item which
customers are knocking
down the doors for: a sensational chicken burger. I
dropped by recently and Avi
gave me one to try. It was
out of this world.
The
establishment, of course
has a wide array of home
cooked meals which are
ready to take home and
serve for dinner. Brook is
the community’s foremost
kosher
butcher.
From
steaks to ribs and great
burgers, he always has the
right cut. Check out their
Facebook page, which is
(Please turn to following page)

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish
Community of Montreal and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be happy, healthy
and prosperous.
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We Join in Extending Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends and Clients
throughout
MONTREAL AND AREA
May the coming year be a happy, healthy
and prosperous one for family and friends.

We Take Pleasure in Wishing Our
Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
Montreal and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year

EYE ON MONTREAL
(Continued from preceding page)

constantly being updated
with new and interesting
information or call 514747-6531.
BUS
JEWISH
years
TOURS: For many
now Jewish groups and
organizations have been
turning to Michael Bradley
of Symphony Charter Bus
Inc. (www.symphonyb u s .
com). If you want to travel
in comfort, then Michael is
the man to call. Among his
been
have
clients
the
CJA,
Federation
Israel
Bronfman
the
and
Experience
Jewish
Bronfman
Education Centre, Hebrew
High
Bialik
Academy,
School, Beth Jacob School,
Teacher’s
Jacob
Beth
College, Beth Tikvah, Beth
Rivkah, Centre Hillel and
many others. “We’ve been
proudly serving the Jewish
community for over a
decade and in both of
lanofficial
Canada’s
guages,” says Michael. “We
offer school buses, motor
coaches, minibuses and
executive vans and can
travel throughout North
America.” Readers should
call 450-691-3351 for more
information.
NEW DIRECTOR:
Cindy Hershon is the new
director of the Quebec office
of B’nai Brith Canada. She
assumes the post from
Heidi Oppen, who was hired
for her legal expertise by
Bombardier. Cindy is the
Goldie
of
daughter
Hershon, a former president of what we can now
call the “former” Canadian
Jewish Congress. She has
vast experience in communal life and will add a new
dimension to the work of
the organization.
HEART OF LIFE:
Let us share the good work
of local Jewish insurance
maven Gary Silverman, for
his role at the Montreal
Children’s Hospital (MCH)
of the McGill University
Health Centre with the

Heart
of
Life
Fund
(www.heartoflife.ca).
The
CD "Heart of Life" sung by
Connie Rotella with music
by
Gardy
Fury/Emilie
Josset/Connie Rotella can
be bought for $10.00. As
Gary points out, one in
100 children are born with
a heart defect. This rate is
10 times higher than for
any other childhood illness.
One child in 200 requires
medical or surgical cardiac
intervention and must be
followed by a cardiologist
throughout his or her life. It
is now possible to treat and
correct most heart defects,
either through cardiovascular surgery or by means of
heart catheterization and
electrophysiological procedures, with the promise of a
normal life for these afflicted children. As kids with
congenital heart disease
survive into adulthood,
heart specialists often find
themselves
exploring
uncharted territory. Every
year, close to 3,000 children
turn to the departments of
Cardiology
and
Cardiovascular Surgery at
the MCH. Some of these
children come from outside
the province of Quebec;
some, even from abroad,
and many are infants,
transported by air or
ground ambulance to a
team of heart specialists
well known for their excellence in repairing tiny
hearts. Gary knows about
this story only too well.
Prior to the age of two, his
son Benjamin had three
open
heart
surgeries.
Today he is an active and
healthy nine year old.
Silverman has continued
giving back to the hospital
as president of the Heart of
Life. "My son is alive because
of this hospital," he says.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is info@mikecohen.ca.
Log
on
to
www.mikecohen.ca and follow him on twitter @mikecohencsl.
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GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from page 5)
sign and it is very worrying,” Dr. Rafi Mann, who
teaches Communi-cations
at the Ariel University
Center of Samaria, told
The Media Line. “I never
say we should reject our
heritage, but at this rate
we may have a rabbi
attached to every unit
just like the Soviets had a
politruk alongside their
officers.”
The question of
dual loyalty of Jews in
uniform has been bantered around for the
past decade, ever since

the national religious
youth
began
leaving
their seminaries, joining
elite combat units and
making careers of military service.
The transfor mation has seen the deeply
religious Jews filling
leadership positions in
numbers
far
beyond
their proportion in the
general
population.
Since religious Israelis
tend to have more hawkish views, some are concerned the army may
(Please turn to following page)
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We Join in Wishing the
Jewish Community of Montreal
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year

ITT R & CW
CANADA
Robert Ouimet, Eastern Regional Manager
And Office Staff
Bell & Gossett, Domestic,
Hoffman
McDonnel & Miller,
Fire Pumps, Goulds
www.ittrcwcanada.com

9300 Henri Bourassa Ouest
514 336-7660

We Join in Wishing the Jewish Community of
MONTREAL AND
THE WEST ISLAND
A Happy, healthy and prosperous
New Year.
We are always pleased to serve you.

ENTREPRISES
PAVCO INC.
WHEN THE ABOVE PICTURE WAS TAKEN IN
mid-June Gilad Shalit had been held in captivity for an agonizing 1821 days. While the prevailing opinion is that Shalit is still alive it has
been two years since there has been any concrete evidence that he has not been murdered by
his Hamas kidnappers. The agony of not knowing whether Hamas is complying with international humanitarian law has taken its toll on
Schalit’s family, and especially his parents.
Meanwhile, the vigil continues at the above site
in Jerusalem.

Removal of reservoirs and
installation
Decontamination
Removal of contaminated soil Dangerous Materials
12153 Pierre Blanchet
514 924-6594
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Montreal
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be a happy and healthy
one for family and friends.

We Join in Extending Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends and Clients
throughout
MONTREAL AND AREA
May the coming year be a happy, healthy
and prosperous one for family and friends.

GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from preceding page)
face mass insubordination if asked to carry out
any controversial moves
to implement a future
peace deal with the
Palestinians, such as
dismantling Jewish communities.
The
IDF
Spokesman’s Unit claims
it cannot supply figures
on religious soldiers.
“The IDF does not differentiate between religious
and secular soldiers,” an
army spokesman said.
However, a recent
edition of the defense
journal Maarachot cited
that in recent years
some 30% of infantry
officer course graduates
identify themselves as
“Zionist-religious,”
up
from just a mere 2.5%
two decades ago. In comparison, only about 12%
of the general public
place themselves in this
category.
“There is nothing
wrong having our army
being
Jewish,”
said
Naftali Bennett, director
of the Yesha Council, the
organization representing Israelis living in
post-1967 communities,
and a for mer combat
of ficer. “The loyalty has

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers a
Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous
New Year
Availability name searches,
incorporations, trade-marks, corporate accessories
and other corporate services

1080, Beaver Hall Hill, Suite 1717
Montreal, Quebec H2Z 1S8
Phone: 514-861-2722
Fax: 514-861-2751
www.crac.com

to be to the state of
Israel which is represented by the army. And
the army needs to represent
Jewish
values,”
Bennett told The Media
Line. (see page 13)

We Wish Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
a Happy and Healthy
New Year
for family and friends.
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Bennett, who is
an observant Jew who
wears a ‘yar mulke’ (or
kippa),
eats
strictly
kosher food and doesn’t
travel on the Sabbath,
said that as a commander in the early 1990s he
was an odd-bird since
most of the soldiers in
his elite unit were secular.
Their
education
seminars usually dealt
with hearing of the
exploits of the army like
the Entebbe commando
raid and never about
Judaism.
About a decade
ago, the IDF added a
course on Judaism in its
officers’ academy. Once,
religious soldiers, who
pray three times a day,
had to pray on their
break
time.
T oday,
prayer time is set aside
in the daily schedules.
Bennett
echoes
the arguments of the
national religious populace, saying that having
a soldier who is knowledgeable of religion and
heritage did not mean
they were taking a political stand.
“There is a distinction between that
and
politicizing
the
ar my,
which
I
am
against. I think the army
has to stay out of political arguments,” said
Bennett.
Religious
prearmy academies, most of
which are located in the
territories acquired by
Israel during the 1967
war, have indoctrinated
their students with the
message to go out and be
the bravest and toughest
soldiers. The proliferation of national religious
soldiers in the ar my's
most elite units is a
source of pride for some,
and cause for concer n
for others.
“It is to their credit that these folks have
taken the place that
hadbeen filled by the
boys from the collective

farms (kibbutz). On the
other hand, the question
is how much can you
ensure that they will
take the military rule
fully and not allow religious bodies to bite into
their authority?” Mann
questioned.
That said, despite
vocal fears, there were
nearly zero cases of soldiers refusing to obey
orders to forcibly evacuate Jews fr om their
homes
during
Israel
withdrawal
fr om
the
Gaza Strip in 2005.
However, six years
have passed since the
Gaza pull-out and the
ranks of religious soldiers have gr own by
leaps and bounds, which
may explain why some
illegal Jewish outposts
have remained in the
West Bank despite supposedly firm government
pr omises to dismantle
them.
Recently, 10 soldiers in the elite Golani
brigade wer e sentenced
to the brig for wearing
at a cer emony t-shirts
proclaiming
“Golani
fights the enemy and
does not expel Jews.”
And a few weeks ago,
hoar ds of deeply r eligious pre-army youth
converged on the capital, blocked the main
r oads and attempted to
storm
the
Supreme
Court of Justice after a
well-known, right-wing
rabbi was arr ested for
allegedly endorsing a
book which incites violence
against
nonJews.
“I
think
that
Israel is coming to a
juncture where it has to
answer the significant
question of whether it
wants to continue being
a Jewish, democratic,
Zionist, modern, enlightened state or shall we
tur n into a rabbinical
‘Judeastan,’” said Rafi
Mann.
Mann said that
(Please turn to following page)
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Jewish Community of
MONTREAL AND AREA
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throughout Montreal and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

Nous nous joignons tous pour souhaiter à
nos amis juifs de
Montréal et de la région,
une Nouvelle Année heureuse, saine et prospère
Nous sommes toujours heureux
de vous servir.
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Nous tenons a exprimer
à nos amis juifs
nos meilleurs voeux de santé
et de bonheur à l’occasion de
ROSH HASHANAH

We Wish Our Jewish Friends and Patrons
a joyous Rosh Hashanah celebration.
May the year ahead be happy, healthy
and prosperous.

GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from preceding page) )
the ranks of religiously
observant soldiers have
been strengthened and
that they “are trying to
change the character of
the state.”
The upper ranks
of the IDF are still mainly secular, albeit the
deputy chief of general
staff and two others on
the general staff are religiously observant (and
graduates of the same
high
school
class).
Today, an over -proportionate number of these
soldiers make up the
mid-level
ranks
and
their ascendency to top
r oles in the future is
only natural.
“I am not going to
count yarmulkes. I was
at a 25-year reunion of
my unit, and when army
commanders got up to
speak they not only
quoted Israel’s first

prime minister David
Ben Gurion, but now for
the first time quoted also
fr om the Bible. That
means
our
ar my
is
becoming more Jewish,”

We Join in Wishing
the Jewish
Community of
MONTREAL
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous

•
HOLLYWOOD

5403 Cote St. Luc Rd.,
488-4011

(Continued from page 6)
plained that “Hollywood
loves an underdog, always
has.”
He
continued,
“because Israel is now in a
position of power, power can
be abused, and that leads to
criticism.”
It may be true that
Israel’s status has been
shifted, which in and of
itself is a travesty, but that
perhaps is just another
symptom of a greater
underlying malady, namely
Israel’s failure to harness
and convey its own narrative. It seems that the
Jewish State has all but
relinquished control over
the exposition and chronicling of its story.
Hollywood’s attention span is limited; a film
never captures a complete
picture, when the lone
ranger rides off into the
sunset, the happy couple
embrace or the enemy is
vanquished, and the credits
begin to roll. What happens

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a
happy, healthy
and prosperous one.
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next is rarely explored, the
viewers move on. It seems to
me as if in the Hollywood
mind, Israel’s movie came to
an end in the early eighties
and now its collective
chronicle has become mundane. The latest Palestinian
Arab release is more compelling. Who cares if it flies
in the face of moral conventions, as the only equation
is in its ability to captivate
an audience.
Voight, a seasoned
Hollywood professional, has
been principled enough to
understand that ‘Israel the
movie’ is sequel material.
The components that captured hearts and minds
across the world just a
short while ago are still very
much intimate components
in the fabric that makes up
Israel’s story. Israel is still

that plucky, resilient nation
of visionaries, once separated and now reunited with
their beloved land. Its enemies have assumed new
forms but are still bereft of
moral compass, crouching
in the dark, awaiting the
opportunity to pounce for
the kill.
As the storms gather,
markets
tremble,
Islamists seize control in
vacuums left in the wake of
the Arab spring and the
menace of Iran looms on
the horizon, the script for
‘Israel Part 2’ has yet to be
written.
The Author is the
director of the Algemeiner
Journal and the GJCF and
can be e-mailed at defune@gjcf.com. Please visit
www.algemeiner.com
for
more information.
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We Join in Extending Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
May your year be blessed with happiness.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

•
TURNING ON OBAMA
(Continued from page 7)
blindly supportive.
Prime
Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s vigorous riposte to Obama’s
initial speech and lecturing
of the president at the
White House would normally make the Israeli
lobby jittery, as tensions
between presidents and
prime ministers are
not good for Israel.

We Join in Extending
Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends
and Customers
May your year be
blessed with happiness.

But
Netanyahu
was
greeted as the rock star
when he spoke to AIPAC
and, even more so, when
he
addressed
both
Houses of Congress.
Many people were
disappointed
that
Netanyahu did not present a peace plan; however, his description of
the realities of the
(Please turn to following page)
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TURNING ON OBAMA
(Continued from preceding page)
current situation in the
region were consistent
with the views of the
Israeli lobby. By contrast, the president’s

Arabist outlook, placing
the Palestinian issue as
the crux of all the problems in the region, while
ignoring the implications
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of the Arab spring for
regional
stability,
is
viewed as woefully naive.
Obama has no
doubt seen poll data
suggesting his Jewish
support has fallen from
the 78% he was elected
with to the mid-60s.
While still a healthy
majority, this is the lowest level of support for a
Democrat since Jimmy
Carter, and could be the
difference in key states
such as Florida in a
close election.
One thing Obama
has going for him is the
lack of a Republican

Nous tenons a exprimer à nos amis juifs
nos meilleurs voeux de santé
et de bonheur à l’occasion de
ROSH HASHANAH

alternative.
Moderate Jewish
Democrats are looking
for someone who is liberal on social policies but
hawkish on defense and
unabashedly pro-Israel.
No one in the current
Republican field fits that
bill and it is unlikely
such a candidate could
win the nomination given
the bias in favor of social
conservatives
in
Republican
primaries
and the influence of the
Tea Party. On the other
hand, Ronald Reagan got
39% of the Jewish vote in
1980 despite his conservative views because of
Jimmy Carter’s antiIsrael image. Obama may
yet alienate a majority of
Jews.
The irony is that
Obama’s two speeches
showed greater support
for Israel than his earlier
policies – he made no
demand for a settlement
freeze and recognized
that Israel will keep part
of the West Bank, while
blasting the Palestinians
for refusing to negotiate,
uniting with Hamas and
their efforts to delegitimize Israel and unilaterally declare a state.
Clearly, he must
do more.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes tor
ROSH HASHANAH
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
MONTREAL AND AREA
May the coming year be blessed with health, happiness and prosperity
for family and friends.
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Obama must go to
Israel to speak directly
to the people. He must
show that he feels their
pain from six decades of
war and terror. He must
recognize Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel,
make clear Palestinian
refugees
will
go
to
Palestine, and demonstrate understanding of
the dangers to Israel
posed
by
Iran,
Hezbollah, Hamas and
regional tur moil. The
president
should
acknowledge
Jewish
claims to Judea and
Samaria and express
understanding for the
sacrifice
involved
in
making territorial compromises on the West
Bank.
He
should
renounce the Arabist
view that Israel is the
source of Mideast instability and the cause of

anti-American feelings,
and that solving the
Palestinian issue is a
panacea. He must tell
the Israelis he will not
try to impose a solution
on them and he will
facilitate direct negotiations and demand that
the Palestinians cease
terror, recognize Israel
as a Jewish state and
negotiate without preconditions. Obama must
convince Israelis that he
understands the risks
involved in making peace
and that America has
their back.
This
may
be
viewed
as
pandering
before the election, but if
his deeds match his
words, he could win back
the doubters, rebuild
trust with Israelis and
create the conditions for
restarting
the
peace
process.
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Nous tenons a exprimer à nos amis juifs
nos meilleurs voeux de santé
et de bonheur à l’occasion de
ROSH HASHANAH

We Take Great Pleasure in Extending
A Happy and Healthy New Year
To Our Jewish Friends throughout
Montreal and Area

•
TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 8)
of the Pier 4 Storehouse
Restaurant at 245 Queens
Quay West (www.pier4.ca).
They have been advertising

We Extend Best Wishes
to the
Jewish Community of
MONTREAL
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be
blessed with peace
and prosperity.

in The Jewish Standard for
years. This was our second
visit there. This attractive
waterfront hideaway offers
casual dining on fresh fish,
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Montreal
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be a happy and healthy
one for family and friends.

CUISINES DENIS COUTURE INC.
MONTREAL FEDERATION
CJA has announced the
appointment of Deborah
Corber, LL.M. as its new
chief executive officer.
Corber
assumed her
position on Sept. 6. She
is the second woman
appointed
as
CEO
among the largest 20
Federations in North
America.
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BATHROOM CABINES
OFFICE FURNITURE BUILT-IN UNITS
www.cuisinesdeniscouture.com
635, Guimond Longueuil 450 651-6941
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Happy New Year to Our Jewish Friends

DESJARDINS ENR
Sales-Service-Installation all brands
Notifier authorized dealer
FREE ESTIMATES
2170 Leger, LaSalle
514 768-6315
We Join in Wishing Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
A Happy and Healthy New Year for
family and friends.

LALLEMAND
INC.
FRESH • DRY • INSTANT
BEER AND WINE YEAST
QUALITY BAKERY INGREDIENTS
1620 Préfontaine
TEL: ( 514)522-2131 FAX: (514) 522-2884
We Take Great Pleasure in Extending
Best Wishes for A Happy
and Healthy New Year
To Our Jewish Friends and Clients
throughout Montreal and Area

TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from preceding page)
seafood, meat and poultry,
amidst the largest private
collection of nautical memorabilia in Eastern Canada.
You can dine inside the Pier
4 Dining Room, in a semiprivate booth, or perhaps in
one of their “Cargo Boxes”
for a more intimate atmosphere. In the summer you
also have the option of
relaxing on the Pier 4 Patio,
on the water's edge, serving
fish and chips, hamburgers
and french fries, and other
family favourites.
There was so much
to choose from on the vast
menu. Here is what we recommend. Start off with a
soup or salad and sample a
few of the appetizers, The
Cajun crusted calamari is
crispy and tasty, dusted in
Cajun flower, fried golden
brown and served with a
special dip. There are plenty of fish items on the
menu: halibut fish and
chips, Atlantic salmon,
Alaskan halibut and Pacific
mahi mahi. You can also
choose from steak, chicken
and pasta options. There is
also a kids menu.
For group reservations you can email sales@

We Extend
Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends and
Customers.
May the year ahead
bring you peace
and prosperity.

Happy New Year to the
Jewish Community

PERFECT
OPTICAL
CORPORATION
1265-71 Ducharme Ave.,
Montreal, Quebec H2V 1E6
274-9407

We Join in Wishing the
Jewish Communities of
MONTREAL AND THE
WEST ISLAND
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year
We are always pleased to
serve you.

We Wish the Jewish
Community of
MONTREAL
A happy, healthy and
properous New Year
for family
and friends.
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pier4rest.com or call 416203-1440.
JEWISH CONNECTION: The Greater Toronto
Area (GTA) has a vibrant,
growing Jewish community
of over 180,000. At last
count, there were some 118
synagogues. In the downtown area you will find the
First
Narayever
Congregation (www.nara
ever.com)
at
187
Brunswick Ave, just a few
steps north of Harbord
Street. This is a warm and
welcoming traditional-egalitarian synagogue. The

Annex Shul, based at the
Wolfond Centre on Harbord
Street, is another congregation serving the downtown
area. The co-founders are
Bram Belzberg and Richard
Meloff. Yacov Fruchter of
Montreal is the spiritual
leader.
Readers can Log on
to www.seetorontonow.com
for more about Toronto
tourism in general.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is
info@mikecohen.ca. Follow his travels at
www.sandboxworld.com/tr
avel.

•
WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 4)
Orthodox Jews fear that if
Rabbinical Council
violate Agudath Israel
Says Agudath is Wrong they
of
America’s
Supreme
Council of Rabbinic Sages,
In the wake of the
of which Kamenetsky is vicemurder of Leiby Kletzky,
president, they will violate
the debate about when and
the law of merisah, the prohow Jews can report sexual
hibition of informing on a
abuse has been reignited.
fellow Jew to secular authorAgudath Israel of
ities.
America Rabbi Shmuel
Not so says the
Kamenetsky has reiterated
Rabbinical
Council
of
the organization’s ruling
America,
modern
that Jews must first consult
Orthodoxy’s largest rabbinia rabbi before reporting
cal association. The RCA
abuse to authorities. Many
(Please turn to following page)
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Nous nous joignons tous par souhaiter
à nos amis juifs de
Montreal et de la région
une Nouvelle année heureuse,
saine et prospère.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends throughout
MONTREAL AND AREA
for a Happy and Healthy New Year

WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from preceding page)
insists that adults who suspect abuse are “obligated to
refer the matter immediately to secular authorities.”
There is no obligation to
consult with a rabbi before
doing so.
“Our recognition”, said Rabbi Shmuel
Goldin, president of the
RCA is that the rabbi does
not necessarily have to be
consulted in a situation as
urgent as this”.
Goldin
added that very few rabbis
are equipped to deal with
allegations of abuse. “We
would be pleased”, he said,
“if Agudath took the same
position...We feel it is
halachically correct, we
want to protect victims and
potential victims, and we
want to be clear this position is a valid bona fide
position in the Orthodox
community”.

Relaxing Rules for
Intermarried

We Take Pleasure in Extending New Year
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends
throughout
Montreal and Area
May the year ahead be a happy and healthy one.

BONBON RIO CANDY
INC.
Manufacturers of Ice Cream Cones,
Taffy &Soft Sugar Cones

12451 Blvd. Industriel
(PAT) Montreal, Quebec H1B 5M7
Tel: (514) 645-7788
Fax: (514) 645-8966
email: ventes@bonbonrio.com

The Conservative
movement has traditionally been bedevilled by
what to with members
who are married to nonJews. The Rabbinical
Assembly
prohibits
Conservative rabbis from
officiating at inter faith
weddings. In 1988 the
R.A. took the position of
encouraging non-Jewish
spouses to participate in
congregational activities
but barred them from
actual membership. The
United Synagogue for
Conservative
Judaism
has taken a similarly
murky position.
Says
Rabbi Steve Wernick, the
organization’s
CEO:
“When it comes to participation, more should be
done to be more welcoming.
But in terms of
ownership, our current
position is that it is
reserved for Jews”.
But
now
some
Conservative congregations are going further
than technically permitted

THE STAFF AND
MANAGEMENT OF
THE JEWISH
STANDARD
WISH THE
COMMUNITY
A HAPPY AND
HEALTHY
NEW YEAR
With our Best Wishes to
Our Jewish Community
May your year be a happy
and healthy one.
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C.M., C.Q., M. ARCH.,
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Suite 1200
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email: dazriel@canpro.ca
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EYE ON MONTREAL
(Continued from page 9)
to accommodate interfaith couples.
Temple
Beth-El
near
Philadelphia has redefined “household membership” to apply to families with one Jewish parent as well as those with
two.
The congregation
has now offered voting
We Join in Wishing the
Jewish Communities of
MONTREAL AND THE
WEST ISLAND
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year
We are always pleased to
serve you.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
Rosh Hashanah
to the Jewish
Community of
Montreal and area
We wish you peace and
prosperity in
the year ahead.

rights, even if still limited, to intermarried couples. Non-Jewish spouses can now vote to
amend the synagogue’s
constitution.
They can
vote for boards and executive
committees,
although they are not
p e r m i t t e d to serve as
president or chair committees.
Beth-El’s policy of
allowing two votes per
household has gone even
further
than
those
Conservative synagogues
which have changed the
definition of household
membership to include
intermarried families but
who still permit only one
vote per household.
For
Reform
Judaism the small changes
in policies among some
Conservative congregations
do not go nearly far enough.
Reform Rabbi Kerry Olitzky
of the New York-based
Jewish Outreach Institute,
compared synagogue voting
for non-Jews to women’s
suffrage and civil rights.
“Until we offer them full
voting rights in our institutions”, he wrote a while
back, “they will still be considered - and feel alike second-class citizens.”,

Orthodox Jews And Sexual Aids
Gavriel and his wife
are Orthodox Jews. Like all
married couples they wanted to experiment with sexual aids.
But they were
uncomfortable about visiting lurid websites with
graphic pictures. “Wouldn’t
it be nice,” they thought, “if
there was a place we could
go that would be clean and
would enhance what we
have between us.”
And so Gavriel and
his wife
launched a
“kosher” website selling sex
toys. KosherSex.net
offers sexual aids, accessories, toys and lubricants
(Please turn to following page)
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Nous nous joignons tous
par souhaiter à
nos amis juifs de
Montreal et de la région
une Nouvelle année
heureuse, saine et prospère.

“There’s nothing wrong with
a vibrator”, says the site’s
founder. “It’s just a pain in
the neck for an Orthodox
Jew to find one.”
KosherSexToys.net’s
mission is “to provide married adults with products
that can help enhance their
intimate moments without
having crude or indecent
pictures or text”. Finally,
the site promises that “you
will never see something on
the site that will make you
blush.
When
we
use
descriptive terms for our
products, we use clinical
and clean language.”
Thus far the hottest
selling item is “furry handcuffs.”

Nous nous joignons tous par souhaiter à
nos amis juifs de
Montreal et de la région
une Nouvelle année heureuse, saine et prospère.

Holocaust Survivor
Can’t Beat “Irene”
Rozalia Gluck, 82,
was born in Russia and
escaped Nazi Germany. But
the
grandmother
from
Williamsburg was trapped
in the Valkyrian Motel in
Fleischmann’s New York
when the hotel was uprooted and swept away by
Hurricane Irene.
All other guests had
been evacuated and it is
unclear why Gluck did not
leave with her husband.
Isaac Abraham, a
Brooklyn Hasidic community leader, remarked that
Rozalia Gluck “had survived
Hitler, but she couldn’t survive Irene.”
Meanwhile, David
M.
Reichenberg,
an
Orthodox Jew and father of
four, also perished when he
tried to rescue a 5 year-old
boy from downed power
lines.

Khaled Mashaal urging the
release of captive Israeli
soldier Gilad Shalit. Shalit,
now 25, has been held in
captivity since June 25,
2006
“We believe Hamas’
harsh treatment and fiveyear detention of Shalit is
wrong,” states the letter of
Reps. Keith Ellison (DMinn.) and Andre Carson
(D-Ind.)
along
with
nine
other prominent
Muslim-Americans.
Nous nous joignons tous
par souhaiter à nos amis
juifs de
Montreal et de la région
une Nouvelle année
heureuse, saine et prospère.

Muslim Congressmen
Ask for Shalit Release
The
only
two
Muslim members of the
U.S. Congress have written
a letter to Hamas chief

We Join in Wishing the
Jewish Community and
Our Jewish Friends
a happy, healthy and
prosperous New Year

We Extend Best Wishes to the Jewish Community of
MONTREAL
We wish you well in the years ahead.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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IN ONE OF THE MIDdle East’s ironies, a
Palestinian works on
Israel’s security barrier
near
Bele’in on the
West Bank.
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We Join in Extending Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish Friends and Customers in
MONTREAL
May the coming year be blessed with health and happiness for family and friends.

